
  

SUPPLY   LIST   FOR   HIGH   SCHOOL   
  

Supplies  are  generally  due  by  the  Monday  a�er  school  starts.  We  know  you  do  not  have  your  schedule  yet  but                      
this  will  give  you  an  idea  of  what  you  will  need.  Not  all  teachers  submit  their  supply  lists  in  advance.  If  a  class  you                          
are  taking  is  not  listed,  the  teacher  will  give  you  a  supply  list  on  the  first  day  of  school.  Some  items  may  be  added                          
to  the  list  on  the  first  day  or  throughout  the  school  year.  Do  you  take  honors  or  AP?  Unless  otherwise  stated  all                        
supplies  are  the  same  as  in  the  regular  classes.  If  you  have  ques�ons  about  an  item,   wait   and  the  teacher  will  go                        
over  requirements.  Notebook  paper  is  college  rule,  pens  may  be  either  black  or  blue  and  you  always  need                    
pencils!     

  
ALGEBRA   I A  Scien�fic  calculator  (TI-30  XS  Mul�View  highly  recommended  or  TI-30xIIS),  not  a             

Graphing  Calculator.  Three  grid  composi�on  books.  Pencils,  colored  pencils,  highlighters,            
a   small   pair   of   scissors,   and   a   package   of   glue   s�cks.   

  
ALGEBRA   II TI84   graphing   calculator   (BRING   1 ST    DAY),   graph   paper;   no   Casio   calculators   allowed.   

  
AP   2-D   Design   Digital Digital  SLR  camera,  SD  card  reader  (for  YOUR  format  SD  card),  1.5”  binder,  5  tab  dividers,                  

binder   pencil   pouch   
  

AP   3-D   Design   9”x12”   sketchbook   (Canson   or   Strathmore),   16G   USB   
  

BIOLOGY   (AP) Binder/folder   for   handouts   
  

BIOMEDICAL 1”   dedicated   binder,   6   tabs   to   divide   units,   loose-leaf   notebook   paper   
INNOVATION   

  
BUSINESS   MATH TI-84   graphing   calculator   

  
CALCULUS TI-84   graphing   calculator   (BRING   1 ST    DAY),   graph   paper   

  
CHEMISTRY Scien�fic  or  graphing  calculator,  folder  or  binder  for  handouts,  graph  paper,  notebook              

paper,   pencils,   black   or   blue   ink   pens,   and   red   pens   
  

CERAMICS   &   MM   9x12   100-page   sketchbook   either   Canson   or   Strathmore   
  

CULINARY   ARTS               3-prong   folder   
  

DIGITAL   PHOTO Digital  SLR  camera  (NO  point  &  shoot),  SD  card  reader  (for  YOUR  format  SD  card)  1”  binder,                   
5   tab   dividers   

  
ESL   ENGLISH   ELECT         1.5”   binder,   5   tab   dividers,   composi�on   book   

  
FILM 1”   binder,   5   tab   dividers   

  
FOUNDATIONS/FAITH 1"   binder   and   5   tab   dividers   
   

FUNDAMENTALS/ART One   package   of   #2   non-mechanical   pencils,   2-4   erasers,   a   box   of   24   colored     
pencils   either   Crayola   or   Prismacolor,   9x12   100   page   sketchbook,   Canson   or   Strathmore     



  

  

GRAPHIC   &   WEB 1”   binder,   5   tab   dividers   
DESIGN   

  
GEOMETRY TI-84  calculator  required  (BRING  1 ST  DAY),  graph  paper,  3-ring  binder,  3  colored  pens  or                

highlighters   or   pencils   
  

GROUP   PIANO 1.5”   binder,   5   tab   dividers   
  

HEALTH   (GIRLS) 1.5”   binder   
  

HOME   ECONOMIC 3   prong   folder   
  

HUMAN   BODY   SYST 2”   Binder,   5   tab   dividers,   notecards   
  

INTRO-ENGINEERING 1-1.5”   binder   with   5   tab   dividers,   pencils   and   one   roll   of   double-sided   tape   
  

LATIN 1.5”   binder,   composi�on   notebook,   set   of   4   colored   highlighters   
  

MEDICAL 1”   or   1.5”   dedicated   binder   with   metal   rings   (not   plas�c),   14   tabs   to   divide   units,   loose   
INTERVENTIONS leaf   notebook   paper   

  
MUSIC   THEORY 2”   binder,   a   package   of   music   staff   paper,   pencils   

  
PHYSICAL Socks,   athle�c   tennis   shoes   that   �e   with   strings,   locker   items   (deodorant,     
EDUCATION hand  towel,  body  spray,  wet  wipes,  etc.).  Shorts  &  T-shirt  supplied,  extras  may  be                

purchased   from   the   teacher   for   $10   each   piece.   
  

PHYSICS Scien�fic   calculator,   folder,   notebook,   graph   paper     
  

PRECAL TI-84   graphing   calculator   (BRING   1 ST    DAY),   graph   paper;   no   Casio   calculators   allowed.   
  

PRINCIPLES 2”   binder,   5   tab   dividers,   notecards   
OF   BIOMED   SCIENCE   

  
PSYCHOLOGY Calculator,   100-page   theme   or   composi�on   book   

  
SPANISH   (all) 1   composi�on   or   spiral   notebook   

  
STATISTICS   (all) TI-84   calculator,   1.5”   binder   (AP   only),   graph   paper   

  
US   HISTORY 1.5”   binder   with   clear   view   cover   

  
AP   WORLD 1.5”   or   2”   binder   with   clear   view   cover,   5   tab   dividers   
HISTORY   

  
WORLD 1.5”   binder,   3   prong   folder   
CIVILIZATIONS   

  


